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Canadian Combo: Rogers Looks to 
Convince Regulators to OK Shaw Deal 
   Rogers is pitching its $16 billion deal to acquire Shaw as 
the means to make 5G Canada-wide a reality and as a way to 
close the digital gap for remote, rural and indigenous areas 
faster. The question is whether regulators will agree, especially 
given that the country’s top wireless provider would be gobbling 
up a competitor in the space. 
   “At the end of the day, I assume they think they can get the 
deal through given their cable footprints do not overlap, and 
Shaw is in a weak 4th place in wireless,” Pivotal Research 
analyst Jeff Wlodarczak told CFX. “While one could argue the 
US only had three wireless players, a big part of the reason for 
regulatory approval of T-Mobile-Sprint was the idea that DISH 
could eventually be a credible fourth player. They may have to 
do something similar—although it may be more difficult given 
DISH was uniquely positioned with spectrum.”
   Canada possibly agreeing to the elimination of a wireless 
competitor won’t be a quick process. The companies expect 
the deal to close in the first half of 2022, with Rogers on the 
hook for paying Shaw a $1.2 billion break-up fee under certain 
circumstances if it doesn’t come together. “It’s important to 
bear in mind that 80% of Shaw’s revenues and 97% of its 
free cash flow are earned from the wireline business, which 
does not compete directly with Rogers,” said Rogers CFO 
Tony Staffieri in an analyst call Monday. “We’re going to work 
collaboratively with the regulators… We’ve had some good 

conversations with some of the key people already.” 
   Rogers sees synergies in the realm of about $1 billion, with 
most of that coming from cost synergies. In terms of cap ex 
savings, Rogers says the opportunity for duplication is large 
but it will be relatively mild compared to op ex synergies. When 
you look at the $1 billion in synergies, over 90% of Shaw’s 
free cash flow comes from the cable side of the business, 
execs said.  
   “My family and I agree: the best way for us to serve our 
customers, to deliver them the next generation of network 
technology and services is to be a part of a strong national 
network,” said Shaw CEO Brad Shaw, who will join Rogers’ 
board as one of two seats Shaw will get if the deal closes. “The 
combination of Rogers and Shaw builds on the strong legacy 
of two families who founded Canadian companies and will 
create Canada’s most robust, wholly owned national network.”
   The deal comes after another prominent Canadian family 
rebuffed Altice USA’s acquisition attempts. Last fall, Altice 
offered $8.4 billion for Cogeco in order to get its hands on US-
based Atlantic Broadband. It was going to sell the Canadian 
assets to Rogers. But the Audet family that controls Cogeco 
made it clear that it wasn’t selling. Altice has since moved on 
to snatching up smaller operators that overlap its footprint, 
most recently agreeing to acquire NC’s Morris Broadband in 
a deal valued at $310 million. 
   While the Shaw acquisition really centers on the wireless 
business and 5G, both Canadian operators have a cable video 
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Deal Talk: RCN/Wave/Grande CEO  

Dissects $8.1bln Stonepeak Deal

   News broke Sunday that Stonepeak Infrastructure 

Partners is buying Astound Broadband (made up of RCN, 

Grande, Wave and enTouch) for $8.1bln ($3.6bln in cash 

and $4.5bln of assumed debt) from private equity firm TPG 

and management company Patriot Media. Astound has more 

than 1mln customers across Chicago, Eastern Pennsylvania, 

Massachusetts, NYC, Northern California, Oregon, Texas, DC, 

and Washington, and is the sixth largest US cable company.

   The Patriot team will continue to run the company after the 

deal closes, which is expected to happen in 2Q21. Patriot 

CEO Jim Holanda told CFX that he views the transaction as a 

positive for the industry. “I think private equity infrastructure 

investors—that by their nature maybe have a longer-term time 

horizon than regular private equity investors—realize the value 

of the assets that underlie these networks, in terms of fiber 

and conduit rights and strand. This is infrastructure that is 

very difficult to replicate or go build in a cost-effective manner,” 

he said, pointing to recent deals between Digital Colony and 

EQT for Zayo and Lightpath and the Altice USA partnership 

with Morgan Stanley Infrastructure. 

   Stonepeak’s deep pockets could also help Astound make 

some more acquisitions. It closed on Houston-based enTouch 

with its 22K customers about five weeks ago, and it recently 

filed with the FCC to buy a small fiber company in central 

California called Digital West. “They [Stonepeak] bring a 

lot of money and horsepower. They had raised a big fund two 

years ago and just finished completing another even larger 

fund as we speak,” Holanda said. “Our ability to continue to 

grow through small M&A and more transformational M&A, and 

our ability to continue to be able to expand our residential and 

commercial fiber networks into more areas close to where we 

already do business is where Stonepeak is going to be very 

advantageous.”    With the drama that’s unfolded between Altice USA and 

Cogeco, it may not seem like there’s much on the market. 

But the Astound team sees things differently, looking to forge 

a path similar to Cable One, which recently brokered deals 

for fiber providers, fixed wireless ISPs and a stake in Mega 

Broadband Investments that could grow to be the whole 

enchilada. “There are still 740-member companies within 

NCTC. I don’t think the rest of the world knows there are that 

many small- and medium-size cable companies that are still 

out there, and many of them are family owned. You add to 

that layer the smaller or regional fiber players, and there are 

a lot of those as well,” Holanda said. “I think there are M&A 

possibilities. Obviously, nothing of the scale of when we put 

RCN and Grande together and added Wave. But I think there 

could be some exciting opportunities.” 

   While many might consider Astound an overbuilder, Holanda 

said that 50% of the company is an incumbent cable opera-
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business and both license Comcast’s X1 platform. “We’ve 
been sitting across the table from each other in Comcast meet-
ings and discussions around the nature of the technology and 
roadmap, so we’re well versed, both organizations. And the 
synergies there both in terms of the video platform, but also the 
design and construction of the network and the way the network 
has been thought through, is very complementary,” said Rog-
ers president/CEO Joe Natale. “The history of cable has been 
about cable companies coming together and the synergies are 
born out of the fact the technology and platforms are similar.”

carr’s sPectrum caleNdar
FCC commish Brendan Carr unveiled his spectrum priorities 
for the next two years and beyond, touting his plan as a way 
to secure US leadership in 5G. Speaking at the American En-
terprise Institute Monday, he said the Commission needs to 
auction 100MHz in the 3.45GHz band at 5G power levels and 
more than 100MHz of spectrum in the 2.5GHz band this year. 
The Republican also hopes to adopt an order that would permit 
very low power devices to operate in the 6GHz band and to seek 
comment on increasing the power levels for CBRS operations 
in the 3.5GHz band. He also encouraged the agency to look 
at the U-NII-2C band, a 255MHz swath of unlicensed spectrum 
that is largely underutilized today. “This is because we have 
costly and cumbersome technical restraints on the band that 
are designed to protect federal operations. We should examine 
whether advances in technology would allow us to continue to 
protect federal incumbents through a more efficient mechanism, 
thus creating more opportunities for unlicensed use of this 
band,” Carr said. After 2022, there will be additional spectrum 

that the Commission will be able to move on including the 
lower 3GHz band, 4.8GHz, 7.125-8.4GHz and the spectrum 
above 95GHz. “So the good news is that we have plenty in the 
spectrum pipeline. It’s on us at the FCC to make sure we stick 
to this schedule and get it into the market,” Carr said. On the 
infrastructure side, he pushed for the FCC to create more accu-
rate broadband maps by this fall. The maps he proposed would 
focus narrowly on the data needed to move forward with RDOF 
Phase II along with the 5G Fund, which will make $9 billion in 
federal subsidies available over the next 10 years to bring 5G 
voice and broadband services to unserved rural areas.

comcast NixiNg coNNect aPP
Comcast is discontinuing its Xfinity Connect app and Voice2Go 
feature as of April 20 and directing customers who want to read 
their Comcast email on a mobile device to use the Connect web 
portal at connect.xfinity.com or a third-party service, such as Out-
look or Thunderbird. It’s part of the company’s efforts to simplify the 
customer experience and streamline the number of apps needed 
to manage Xfinity services. Comcast said the Xfinity Connect web 
portal is mobile optimized and will allow customers to manage 
voicemail just as they do today from the app. Voice2Go is a call 
forwarding feature that lets customers receive phone calls on their 
mobile phone from their Xfinity home number. Comcast is instead 
directing subscribers to the advanced call forwarding feature with 
Xfinity voice, which allows someone to select up to four additional 
phone numbers to ring when a call comes to the home phone. 

Komu 8 blacKed out oN disH
DISH has another carriage dispute on its hands. It lost KOMU 
8, a NBC/CW affiliate in Columbia, MO, owned by the Univer-
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sity of Missouri on Friday. The deal was originally set to expire 
in March 2020, but the pair agreed to a temporary extension. 
“KOMU 8, a locally-owned, small-market TV station only re-
quests that DISH Network, a multi-billion dollar corporation… 
agrees to a fair agreement in line with what we agreed to with 
other providers. At no time have we demanded exorbitant fees,” 
the station said in a statement. DISH said it’s open to working 
with KOMU, but “unfortunately, they are continuing to demand 
a rate increase that is simply unacceptable.”

Namic aNNouNces VisioN awards NomiNees
WarnerMedia dominated NAMIC’s Vision Award nominations, 
scoring 20 nominations across standalone HBO and HBO 
Max. Garnering 5 noms each were CNN, Nickelodeon and 
ESPN. Disney Junior, Lifetime, Cleo TV and NBC News 
Digital are all tied up with three noms each. Others included in 
the nomination pool are Pop TV, A&E, Discovery, AMC+, TBS, 
EPIX, TV One and BET. Winners will be announced in April. 

disH, americaN tower striKe leasiNg deal
DISH and American Tower entered into a master lease agree-
ment that allows the former to lease space on up to 20,000 
American Tower communications sites. Cash lease payments 
from DISH to American Tower will commence in 2022 and grow 
over time as DISH’s network deployment progresses. DISH may 
also lease shared generators from American Tower on select 
sites and will be allowed to utilize American Tower’s zoning, 
permitting and other pre-construction services.

comcast sticKiNg by olymPics
Comcast extended its partnership with Team USA as part of 
the Olympic and Paralympic Games through 2028. The com-
munications company also unveiled a founding partnership 
with the LA28 Olympic and Paralympic Games. Under the new 
agreement, Comcast will continue as the official communica-
tions services provider to consumers and businesses for Team 
USA for Beijing 2022, Paris 2024, Milan Cortina 2026 and 
Los Angeles 2028.  Comcast has been an official partner of 
Team USA since 2017. NBC’s US broadcasting rights for the 
Olympic Games have been extended through 2032.

at tHe commissioN
The FCC’s Media Bureau established a pleading cycle for Gray 
Television’s proposed acquisition of Quincy Media. Petitions 
to deny are due April 12 and oppositions on April 27. The reply 
date is set at May 7. -- The Wireline Competition Bureau is 
seeking comment on Cable One’s proposed buy of Hargray. 
Comments are due March 26 and replies April 2. 

distributioN
Verizon Fios added Kanal D Drama in HD to its Mundo and 
Mundo Total Hispanic packages, making it the second US 
operator to offer the channel. Comcast launched it in 2019. 
The network, part of Canal+’s Thema America, offers Turkish 
dramas in Spanish. 

deals
Through April 25, new Philo subs who purchase a qualifying device 
at Best Buy can get their first month of service for $1. Select 

qualifying devices include streaming sticks like Roku or Amazon 
Fire as well as various smart TVs. The SVOD’s normal price is 
$20/month for 64 channels, including AMC, Discovery and MTV.

disH aNd draftKiNg bracKet cHalleNge
DISH is giving its customers the chance to win $1 million if they 
create a perfect NCAA tournament bracket. The DISH Bracket 
Challenge, sponsored by DraftKings, is taking entries and 
bracket edits through March 19 at 12pm ET. The challenge is 
available to DISH TV customers on the Bracket Challenge app, 
dishanywhere.com and any internet-connected Hopper family 
receiver. DISH and DraftKings announced a pact earlier this 
month where Hopper set-tops can access the sports wager-
ing firm’s app. DISH can bring DraftKing features to Sling and 
Boost Mobile in the future.

ratiNgs
The second season finale of TLC’s “1,000-LB Sisters” on 
March 8 averaged 1.5 million P2+ viewers and a 1.28 rating 
with W25-54. Fans of the sophomore season also took to 
social, averaging 15 million interactions each week. -- HGTV 
competition series “Rock the Block” delivered a .67 L+3 rat-
ing among P25-54 with the premiere of its second season 
on March 8. That reflects a 31% increase over the Season 1 
premiere and a 52% lift over the previous six weeks. Renova-
tion show “100 Day Dream Home” also grew over its freshman 
outing, averaging a 0.54 L+3 rating among P25-54 during its 
second season. That’s a 37% increase over the last six weeks 
and a 21% rise over the first season’s average. 

marKetiNg
Tubi partnered with Chip Ganassi Racing for its first branded 
integration with NASCAR. The streamer will appear as the 
primary partner on the car, in-car cameras and driver firesuits 
for Ross Chastain on March 21 at Atlanta Motor Speedway 
and Kurt Busch on April 17 at Richmond Raceway. Fox Sports 
reporter/Tubi ambassador Erin Andrews will serve as Grand 
Marshal on behalf of Tubi in Atlanta. 

ProgrammiNg
Drew Brees will join NBC Sports as a studio analyst for 
“Football Night in America” and as a game analyst for its 
Notre Dame Football coverage. Brees, longtime quarterback 
for the New Orleans Saints, will also join the net for events 
such as the Olympics and Super Bowl LVI. -- HGTV’s “$50K 
Three Ways” premieres April 26 at 8pm and will be avail-
able to stream on discovery+. -- Food Network is bringing 
Martha Stewart in to add a twist to a fan favorite. Five-part 
tournament series “Chopped: Martha Rules” premieres April 
13 at 9pm. -- OWN is developing its first animated comedy 
series, “The Mound.”

PeoPle
Sergio Verdu was named vp, production of Fox Deportes. 
Verdu most recently served as director, production develop-
ment and new projects at ESPN. -- Crown Media Family Net-
works tapped Maureen Barrett as director of talent relations & 
events, a new position and area of oversight at the company.


